Moonlight in Vermont

Chord Melody Studies

[Chord Sheets]

Ted Greene
Arrangement
Playing: ● X ○ △
order: ○ = opt

Penny in a stream,

E6/9

Icy finger waves,

Fm9

[suggested chord:]
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falling leaves,

Eb6

skiing on a sycamore,

Eb/9
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snow light in Vermont.
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Moonlight in Vermont.
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Telegraph cables, they sing down the highway and
travel each bend in the road,

people who meet in this romantic setting are

so hypnotized by the lovely

evening summer breeze,
warbling of a meadow-lark,

Moonlight in Vermont,

you and I and Moonlight in Vermont.
MOONLIGHT IN VERMONT

CHORD MELODY STUDIES

Optional Note
x = Melodic Addition
O = Sustain (Hold note)

(Everything on this line up 2 steps)

Move melody up 1 octave normally for guitar

MOONLIGHT IN VERMONT

Fm7 Bb7 Eb (Cm) Fm Bb7 Eb

Am7 D7 G7 G6 Am7 D7 G7 Bbm7 Eb7

Ab7 A7 Bbm7 Eb7 Ab Bb7 Eb Fm7 Bb7 Eb (Cm) Db7

Fm7 Fm7 Ab Bb7 Eb F9 E9 E9 Eb D.C.